Country in focus: Armenia

Fiction:
- Skylark Farm
  - Arslan, Antonia
  Fic Arslan, A. (2007) (historical)
- The Bastard of Istanbul
  - Shafak, Elif
  Fic Shafak, E. (2007) (also on CD)
- Sparkle Life
  - Lindstrom, Kara
- Ararat
  Video fea ara (2002) (East Wing)
- Zabelle
  - Kricorian, Nancy
- Gregor Demarkian Mystery Series by Jane Haddam (in Mystery section)

Biography:
- Black Dog of Fate: a memoir
  - Balakian, Peter
  Biog (1998)
- The Road to Home
  - Gregorian, Vartan
  Biog (2003)
- Ellis Island Interviews
  (contains interviews of Armenian immigrants)
  304.873 Coa (1997)
- The Road from Home: the story of an Armenian girl
  - Kherdian, David
  Juv Biog Kherdian (1979)

Armenian Massacres:
- A Shameful Act: the Armenian genocide and the question of Turkish responsibility
  - Akcam, Taner
  956.6 akc (2006)
- The Burning Tigris: the Armenian genocide and America's response
  - Balakian, Peter

Art
- Armenia and the Byzantine Empire
  709.566 Der (1945)

Geography, history, culture:
- Armenia
  Juv 947.56 him (2004)
- Map of Armenia

Poetry: & Literature
- Anthology of Armenian Poetry
  891.9921 Ant (1978)
- Bosphorus Nights: the complete lyric poems of Bedros Tourian
- Armenian Literature: Poetry, drama, folk-lore, and classic traditions
  - Arnot, Robert, ed. (2002) on order
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